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Love's Unending Legacy (Love Comes Softly Book #5)
What is love's real aim? Why is it so ruthlessly selective in its choice of loved ones? Why do we love at all? In addressing
these questions, Simon May develops a radically new understanding of love as the emotion we feel towards whomever or
whatever we experience as grounding our life--as offering us a possibility of home in a world that we supremely value. He
sees love as motivated by a promise of "ontological rootedness," rather than, as two thousand years of tradition variously
asserts, by beauty or goodness, by a search for wholeness, by virtue, by sexual or reproductive desire, by compassion or
altruism or empathy, or, in one of today's dominant views, by no qualities at all of the loved one. After arguing that such
founding Western myths as the Odyssey and Abraham's call by God to Canaan in the Bible powerfully exemplify his new
conception of love, May goes on to re-examine the relation of love to beauty, sex, and goodness in the light of this
conception, offering among other things a novel theory of beauty--and suggesting, against Plato, that we can love others for
their ugliness (while also seeing them as beautiful). Finally, he proposes that, in the Western world, romantic love is
gradually giving way to parental love as the most valued form of love: namely, the love without which one's life is not
deemed complete or truly flourishing. May explains why childhood has become sacred and excellence in parenting a
paramount ideal--as well as a litmus test of society's moral health. In doing so, he argues that the child is the first genuinely
"modern" supreme object of love: the first to fully reflect what Nietzsche called "the death of God."

Kindred
She's cared for her siblings as best she could . . . but is it enough? Instead of the new life she and her family expected to
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forge out west, seventeen-year-old Angela is thrust into the role of caring for her three younger siblings after the death of
their parents. With the help of her older brother, and trust in God, Angela is determined to raise the children as her mother
would have wanted. As the youngsters grow, the questions and challenges intensify. Angela feels trapped and
overwhelmed. Surely no man will ever want a woman who comes with three children in tow. Is this the plan God has for her
life? Will she ever find a way to balance her own dreams with the promises she made to her mama?

Love Comes Softly 1-4
Collects the eight novels of Janette Oke's pioneering historical romance Love Comes Softly series into one volume! Includes:
1. Love Comes Softly 2. Love's Enduring Promise 3. Love's Long Journey 4. Love's Abiding Joy 5. Love's Unending Legacy 6.
Love's Unfolding Dream 7. Love Takes Wing 8. Love Finds a Home

The Book of Common Prayer, and Administration of the Sacraments, Together with the
Psalter
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops, tablets and phones. Including Old Testament and New Testament, this is
a wonderful tool that keeps the scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that became the Authorized King James Bible
was begun in 1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of England, under the direction of King James. The translation
was done by forty-seven Church of England scholars, the New Testament coming from the Greek Textus Receptus
(Received Text), the Old Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew text, and the Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX),
except for two Esdras from the Latin Vulgate.

Wrangler in Petticoats
Love's Abiding Joy (Love Comes Softly Book #4)
The Book of Mormon
Book 7 of the bestselling Love Comes Softly series. Belinda Davis had trained as a nurse to assist her older brother, Doctor
Luke. But as time goes by and she sees those she's grown up with getting married and settling into their own lives, Belinda
becomes restless. What had seemed exciting and fresh becomes dull and routine. When she meets an elderly woman who
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needs nursing care, Belinda jumps at the invitation to go to Boston--a large, "civilized" city with cultural opportunities she's
never even dreamed of in her little prairie town. But in spite of financial security and countless new experiences, Belinda
finds herself restless, lonely, and empty inside.

Tough Love
Jenna Langan knows what she wants, and as she tells her best friends after their weekly knitting group, she doesn't need a
man to give it to heronly a few of his best swimmers. And just because her marriage to undercover vice cop Gage Marshall
ended badly doesn't mean he can't still give her the baby she's always wanted. In fact, she's willing to bet a couple of her
favorite hand-knit boas that she can tie him up in knots he'll definitely enjoy An unexpected seduction is one thing, but stud
service? No, thank you. Gage had his reasons for pulling the plug on his happily ever after with Jenna, and nothing that's
happened since their divorce has changed his mind. That is, until Jenna got it into her head to tie him up and drag him
down. Now he has no choice but to stick around until he knows for sure if his ex-wife is pregnant. But the more time he
spends with Jenna, the more his resolve begins to unravel

Love's Enduring Promise
Originally published: New York: Schocken Books, c1995. With new introduction.

A Prairie Legacy
A BEST BOOK OF THE FALL AS SEEN IN: Apartment Therapy • Book Riot • Business Insider • BuzzFeed • Daily Nebraskan •
Entertainment Weekly • Esquire • Fortune • Harper’s Bazaar • HelloGiggles • LinkedIn • O Magazine • Time Magazine “[A]
razor sharp book of cultural criticism…With blistering prose and all-too vivid reporting, Petersen lays bare the burnout and
despair of millennials, while also charting a path to a world where members of her generation can feel as if the boot has
been removed from their necks.” —Esquire “An analytically precise, deeply empathic book about the psychic toll modern
capitalism has taken on those shaped by it. Can't Even is essential to understanding our age, and ourselves."—Ezra Klein,
Vox co-founder and New York Times bestselling author of Why We're Polarized An incendiary examination of burnout in
millennials—the cultural shifts that got us here, the pressures that sustain it, and the need for drastic change Do you feel
like your life is an endless to-do list? Do you find yourself mindlessly scrolling through Instagram because you’re too
exhausted to pick up a book? Are you mired in debt, or feel like you work all the time, or feel pressure to take whatever
gives you joy and turn it into a monetizable hustle? Welcome to burnout culture. While burnout may seem like the default
setting for the modern era, in Can’t Even, BuzzFeed culture writer and former academic Anne Helen Petersen argues that
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burnout is a definitional condition for the millennial generation, born out of distrust in the institutions that have failed us,
the unrealistic expectations of the modern workplace, and a sharp uptick in anxiety and hopelessness exacerbated by the
constant pressure to “perform” our lives online. The genesis for the book is Petersen’s viral BuzzFeed article on the topic,
which has amassed over seven million reads since its publication in January 2019. Can’t Even goes beyond the original
article, as Petersen examines how millennials have arrived at this point of burnout (think: unchecked capitalism and
changing labor laws) and examines the phenomenon through a variety of lenses—including how burnout affects the way we
work, parent, and socialize—describing its resonance in alarming familiarity. Utilizing a combination of sociohistorical
framework, original interviews, and detailed analysis, Can’t Even offers a galvanizing, intimate, and ultimately redemptive
look at the lives of this much-maligned generation, and will be required reading for both millennials and the parents and
employers trying to understand them.

Roses for Mama
4-in-1 Collection Completes Janette Oke's Most Beloved Series This special-value edition features books five through eight in
the classic series that launched Janette Oke's popularity in inspirational fiction. These compelling prairie romances follow
the Davis family in their journey through life's struggles and joys. The collection includes Love's Unending Legacy, Love's
Unfolding Dream, Love Takes Wing, and Love Finds a Home. Join the generations of readers who have read and reread
these landmark stories.

The Holy Bible
From the Booker Prize winning author of Amsterdam, a brilliant new novel. On the hottest day of the summer of 1935,
thirteen-year-old Briony Tallis sees her sister Cecilia strip off her clothes and plunge into the fountain in the garden of their
country house. Watching her is Robbie Turner, son of the Tallis’s cleaning lady, whose education has been subsidized by
Cecilia’s and Briony’s father, and who, like Cecilia, has recently come down from Cambridge. By day's end, their lives will be
changed – irrevocably. Robbie and Cecilia will have crossed a boundary they had not imagined at its start. And Briony will
have witnessed mysteries, seen an unspeakable word, and committed a crime for which she will spend the rest of her life
trying to atone… Brilliant and utterly enthralling in its depiction of love and war and class and childhood and England, An
Atonement is a profound – and profoundly moving – exploration of shame and forgiveness, of atonement and of the
possibility of absolution.

Love Takes Wing (Love Comes Softly Book #7)
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Virginia, the granddaughter of Marty and Clark Davis (from Love comes softly series) is caught in that difficult period
between childhood and adulthood and struggles against wht she considers to be unreasonable restrictions and
expectations.

The Perfect Cast
Clark and Marty, a pioneer couple, struggle to raise their family, and wonder if their new community can find a suitable
teacher.

Love's Long Journey (Love Comes Softly Book #3)
The revised edition of the bestselling Christian guide to ahappy marriage For more than fifteen years, Scott Stanley's A
LastingPromise has offered solutions to common problems—facingconflicts, problem solving, improving communication, and
dealingwith core issues—within a Christian framework. Thoroughlyrevised and updated, this new edition is filled with
sacredteachings of scripture, the latest research on marriage, and clearexamples from the lives of couples. The book's
strategies aredesigned to help couples improve communication, understandcommitment, bring more fun into their
relationship, and enhancetheir sex lives. Lead author Scott Stanley is co-director of the Center forMarital and Family Studies
at the University of Denver and coauthorof Fighting for Your Marriage, which has sold more than a millioncopies. Offers
reflections on how to enhance anyone's marriage over thelong term and avoid divorce Covers recent cultural shifts, such as
dealing with the endlesstechnological distraction and issues with socialnetworking New themes include the chemistry of
love, the life-longimplications of having bodies, and how to support one anotheremotionally Uses illustrative examples from
couples’ lives and richintegration of insights from scripture This important book offers an invaluable resource for allcouples
who want to honor and preserve the holy sacrament of theirunion.

The Republic of Nature
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery
and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is
celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and
transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been
summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and each time the stay grows
longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a
chance to begin.
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Goodbye to All That
Book 3 of Love Comes Softly. Clark and Marty's daughter, ready to start her own life, must rely on faith in the face of
homesickness and mounting hardships.

Enduring Promises of the Heart
A Place Called Home
In this bestselling novel, Virginia must learn the priorities that God has in mind for her as she makes plans for college.

Love Poems
Franz Kafka first met Felice Bauer in August 1912, at the home of his friend Max Brod. The twenty-five-year-old career
woman from Berlin—energetic, down-to-earth, life-affirming—awakened in him a desire to marry. Kafka wrote to Felice
almost daily, sometimes even twice a day. Because he was living in Prague and she in Berlin, their letters became their sole
source of knowledge of each other. But soon after their engagement in 1914, Kafka began having doubts about the
relationship, fearing that marriage would imperil his dedication to writing and interfere with his need for solitude. Through
their break-up, a second engagement in 1917, and their final parting later that year, when Kafka began falling ill with the
tuberculosis that would eventually claim his life, their correspondence continued. The more than five hundred letters that
Kafka wrote to Felice over the course of those five years were acquired by Schocken from her in 1955. They reveal the full
measure of Kafka's inner turmoil as he tried, in vain, to balance his need for stability with the demands of his craft. "These
letters are indispensable for anyone seeking a more intimate knowledge of Kafka and his fragmented world." —Library
Journal

The Love Comes Softly
One of NPR's Great Reads of 2018 An unforgettable portrait of one of the most inspiring historical figures of the twentieth
century, published on the centenary of his birth. Arrested in 1962 as South Africa’s apartheid regime intensified its brutal
campaign against political opponents, forty-four-year-old lawyer and African National Congress activist Nelson Mandela had
no idea that he would spend the next twenty-seven years in jail. During his 10,052 days of incarceration, the future leader
of South Africa wrote a multitude of letters to unyielding prison authorities, fellow activists, government officials, and, most
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memorably, to his courageous wife, Winnie, and his five children. Now, 255 of these letters, many of which have never been
published, provide exceptional insight into how Mandela maintained his inner spirits while living in almost complete
isolation, and how he engaged with an outside world that became increasingly outraged by his plight. Organized
chronologically and divided by the four venues in which he was held as a sentenced prisoner, The Prison Letters of Nelson
Mandela begins in Pretoria Local Prison, where Mandela was held following his 1962 trial. In 1964, Mandela was taken to
Robben Island Prison, where a stark existence was lightened only by visits and letters from family. After eighteen years,
Mandela was transferred to Pollsmoor Prison, a large complex outside of Cape Town with beds and better food, but where
he and four of his comrades were confined to a rooftop cell, apart from the rest of the prison population. Finally, Mandela
was taken to Victor Verster Prison in 1988, where he was held until his release on February 11, 1990. With accompanying
facsimiles of some of his actual letters, this landmark volume reveals how Mandela, a lawyer by training, advocated for
prisoners’ human rights. It reveals him to be a loving father, who wrote to his daughter, “I sometimes wish science could
invent miracles and make my daughter get her missing birthday cards and have the pleasure of knowing that her Pa loves
her,” aware that photos and letters he sent had simply disappeared. More painful still are the letters written in 1969, when
Mandela—forbidden from attending the funerals of his mother and his son Thembi—was reduced to consoling family
members through correspondence. Yet, what emerges most powerfully is Mandela’s unfaltering optimism: “Honour belongs
to those who never forsake the truth even when things seem dark & grim, who try over and & over again, who are never
discouraged by insults, humiliation & even defeat.” Whether providing unwavering support to his also-imprisoned wife or
outlining a human-rights philosophy that resonates today, The Prison Letters of Nelson Mandela reveals the heroism of a
man who refused to compromise his moral values in the face of extraordinary punishment. Ultimately, these letters position
Mandela as one of the most inspiring figures of the twentieth century. From The Prison Letters of Nelson Mandela “A new
world will be won not by those who stand at a distance with their arms folded, but by those who are in the arena, whose
garments are torn by storms & whose bodies are maimed in the course of contest.” “I am convinced that floods of personal
disaster can never drown a determined revolutionary nor can the cumulus of misery that accompanies tragedy suffocate
him.” “My respect for human beings is based, not on the colour of a man’s skin nor authority he may wield, but purely on
merit.” “A good pen can also remind us of the happiest moments in our lives, bring noble ideas into our dens, our blood &
our souls. It can turn tragedy into hope & victory.”

When Calls the Heart
The Secrets of Enduring Love focuses on what couples actually do to maintain, nurture and nourish their relationships. The
reader will be taken on a journey through different ways of doing relationships, focusing on the key themes which came out
of the research: everyday acts of kindness and appreciation; the importance of home; communication and conflict
management; sex and intimacy; incorporating others into the relationship (children, pets, friends, hobbies); and telling your
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own love story. One of the key messages from the research is that different things work for different people, and at
different times in the relationship. For this reason the book focuses on the differnt practices that we might bring into our
own relationships, helping us to recognise the small things which we may be already doing but which ordinarily go by
unnoticed, and offering a helping hand to find out what works best for us.

A Lasting Promise
Recalling pivotal moments from her dynamic career on the front lines of American diplomacy and foreign policy, Susan E.
Rice—National Security Advisor to President Barack Obama and US Ambassador to the United Nations—reveals her
surprising story with unflinching candor in this New York Times bestseller. Mother, wife, scholar, diplomat, and fierce
champion of American interests and values, Susan Rice powerfully connects the personal and the professional. Taught
early, with tough love, how to compete and excel as an African American woman in settings where people of color are few,
Susan now shares the wisdom she learned along the way. Laying bare the family struggles that shaped her early life in
Washington, DC, she also examines the ancestral legacies that influenced her. Rice’s elders—immigrants on one side and
descendants of slaves on the other—had high expectations that each generation would rise. And rise they did, but not
without paying it forward—in uniform and in the pulpit, as educators, community leaders, and public servants. Susan too
rose rapidly. She served throughout the Clinton administration, becoming one of the nation’s youngest assistant secretaries
of state and, later, one of President Obama’s most trusted advisors. Rice provides an insider’s account of some of the most
complex issues confronting the United States over three decades, ranging from “Black Hawk Down” in Somalia to the
genocide in Rwanda and the East Africa embassy bombings in the late 1990s, and from conflicts in Libya and Syria to the
Ebola epidemic, a secret channel to Iran, and the opening to Cuba during the Obama years. With unmatched insight and
characteristic bluntness, she reveals previously untold stories behind recent national security challenges, including
confrontations with Russia and China, the war against ISIS, the struggle to contain the fallout from Edward Snowden’s NSA
leaks, the U.S. response to Russian interference in the 2016 election, and the surreal transition to the Trump administration.
Although you might think you know Susan Rice—whose name became synonymous with Benghazi following her Sunday
news show appearances after the deadly 2012 terrorist attacks in Libya—now, through these pages, you truly will know her
for the first time. Often mischaracterized by both political opponents and champions, Rice emerges as neither a villain nor a
victim, but a strong, resilient, compassionate leader. Intimate, sometimes humorous, but always candid, Tough Love makes
an urgent appeal to the American public to bridge our dangerous domestic divides in order to preserve our democracy and
sustain our global leadership.

The Secrets of Enduring Love
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A young woman writing a serial romance for the local newspaper uses a pen name to hide her identity as she deals with her
own life's challenges.

Redeeming Love
Beloved Author Janette Oke's Signature Series in a 4-in-1 Collection This special value edition features the first four books in
the classic series that launched Janette Oke's popularity, prompted a highly successful movie franchise, and is well known
and loved as one of the founding series of inspirational fiction. These compelling prairie romances follow the Davis family in
their journey through life's struggles and joys. The story begins with Clark and Marty, who are brought together by tragic
circumstances and must find their way back to love and faith in the midst of heartache. Then travel with Clark and Marty's
daughter, Missie, as she finds love and then the courage to take a chance on homesteading in the remote West, where
tragedy and triumph come knocking at every turn. Join the generations of readers who have fallen in love with these
landmark stories!

Atonement
In the dramatic narratives that comprise The Republic of Nature, Mark Fiege reframes the canonical account of American
history based on the simple but radical premise that nothing in the nation's past can be considered apart from the natural
circumstances in which it occurred. Revisiting historical icons so familiar that schoolchildren learn to take them for granted,
he makes surprising connections that enable readers to see old stories in a new light. Among the historical moments
revisited here, a revolutionary nation arises from its environment and struggles to reconcile the diversity of its people with
the claim that nature is the source of liberty. Abraham Lincoln, an unlettered citizen from the countryside, steers the Union
through a moment of extreme peril, guided by his clear-eyed vision of nature's capacity for improvement. In Topeka,
Kansas, transformations of land and life prompt a lawsuit that culminates in the momentous civil rights case of Brown v.
Board of Education. By focusing on materials and processes intrinsic to all things and by highlighting the nature of the
United States, Fiege recovers the forgotten and overlooked ground on which so much history has unfolded. In these pages,
the nation's birth and development, pain and sorrow, ideals and enduring promise come to life as never before, making a
once-familiar past seem new. The Republic of Nature points to a startlingly different version of history that calls on readers
to reconnect with fundamental forces that shaped the American experience. For more information, visit the author's
website: http://republicofnature.com/

Love's Enduring Promise
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A favorite Christian romance classic--a tragically wounded soul, the man called to marry her, and the only love that heals
all--now available in a beautiful keepsake, linen-bound edition! California's Gold Country, 1850. A time when men sold their
souls for a bag of gold and women sold their bodies for a place to sleep. Angel expects nothing from men but betrayal. Sold
into prostitution as a child, she survives by keeping her hated alive. And what she hates most are the men who use her,
leaving her empty and dead inside. Then she meets Michael Hosea, who obeys God's call to marry Angel and love her
unconditionally. Slowly, day by day, he defies Angel's every bitter expectation until, despite her resistance, her frozen heart
begins to thaw. But with her unexpected softening come overwhelming feelings of unworthiness and fear. And so Angel
runs. Back to the darkness, away from her husband's pursuing love, terrified of the truth she can no longer deny: Her final
healing must come from the One who loves her even more than Michael Hosea does . . . the One who will never let her go.
Redeeming Love is a life-changing story of God's unconditional, redemptive, all-consuming love that has captured the
hearts of millions worldwide.

Letters to Felice
A lovely schoolteacher faces the frontier with the firm resolve to never marry a rowdy adventurer of the West. Canadian
West book 1.

The Love Comes Softly Collection
Book 4 of Love Comes Softly. Reuniting with their daughter's family, grandparents Clark and Marty's hope and faith are
tested by a tragedy. Another Janette Oke bestseller!

The Prison Letters of Nelson Mandela
'Life affirming, triumphant and tragic . . . masterfully told. . . but also a wonderful page-turner' Guardian 'Brilliant and
hugely ambitious' New York Times 'Extraordinary' Telegraph ___ HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster
family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story
and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL
IS NARRATED BY DEATH ___ Over 16 million copies sold worldwide. Now a major motion picture.

Love Comes Softly (Love Comes Softly Book #1)
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Love Comes Softly introduced the characters of Marty and Clark Davis, whose tragic circumstances brought them to a
"marriage of convenience" on the frontier prairies during the mid 1800s. The story of how Clark's patient, caring love
mirrored that of the heavenly Father, drawing Marty to faith and to love, has captured the hearts and imaginations of over
one million readers on Book One alone!

Love Comes Softly 5-8
Can't Even
Book 5 of the bestselling Love Comes Softly series. Marty Davis had thoroughly enjoyed her visit with daughter Missie, even
though a tragic accident had extended it far longer than originally planned. But now she and Clark are home again, and
there are changes to make. The family begins to adjust to Clark's crutch, and Clark and Marty recognize their children's new
maturity and independence. But Nandry seems unable to come to terms with Clark's handicap; is she blaming God for the
accident? The "baby of the family" is going to be a doctor. Ellie has blossomed into a lovely young woman, but is there any
fellow around special enough to ask for her hand? Clare and Kate eagerly anticipate their new baby, but has life prepared
them for what lies ahead?

The Book Thief
Sensual, earthy love poems that formed the basis for the popular movie Il Postino, now in a beautiful gift book perfect for
weddings, Valentine's Day, anniversaries, or just to say "I love you!" Charged with sensuality and passion, Pablo Neruda’s
love poems caused a scandal when published anonymously in 1952. In later editions, these verses became the most
celebrated of the Noble Prize winner’s oeuvre, captivating readers with earthbound images that reveal in gentle lingering
lines an erotic re-imagining of the world through the prism of a lover’s body: "today our bodies became vast, they grew to
the edge of the world / and rolled melting / into a single drop / of wax or meteor." Written on the paradisal island of Capri,
where Neruda "took refuge" in the arms of his lover Matilde Urrutia, Love Poems embraces the seascapes around them,
saturating the images of endless shores and waves with a new, yearning eroticism. This wonderful book collects Neruda’s
most passionate verses.

Love's Abiding Joy (Love Comes Softly Book #4)
Book 4 of Love Comes Softly. Reuniting with their daughter's family, grandparents Clark and Marty's hope and faith are
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tested by a tragedy. Another Janette Oke bestseller!

Love
As the dim lights of the train station faded, Christine Bennett wondered if she would ever see home again. With the death of
her grandfather, Christine experienced a deep loneliness she'd never felt before. The words of his will rang in her ears: "In
the event of my granddaughter's death, everything will go to Vince Jeffers." Jeffers watched her with an evil look that made
her shiver. Now, afraid of what might happen, she was obeying a note she had received saying she was in danger and must
leave town immediately. After escaping to the community of Baxter, Christine begins to piece together a new life. The love
she finds there, along with newfound faith, sustains her as she faces the threat of danger.

A Searching Heart (Prairie Legacy Book #2)
Book 2 of Love Comes Softly. Their family growing, Clark and Marty look to bind each other together with love and faith.
Over 800,000 sold!

Loves Me, Loves Me Knot
Ride into the Rockies where love peaks between a tough Texas tomboy and a passionate artist. On her way to Montana,
Sally McClellan’s party is attacked and robbed. But then artist Logan McKenzie saves the badly wounded cowgirl who has
been left for dead. Can this landscape painter tame the tomboy without breaking her spirit? Sally doesn’t know much about
ribbons and lace, but Logan’s presence makes her want to connect with her feminine side. Will this fractured female
discover a way to capture the artist’s love—or find herself captured and killed by outlaws?

Love's Work
Jessica Gates was on the brink of adulthood and thought she had life all figured out: good grades, a Christian family, and a
life in Seattle that was perfect. That was until her parents split up and her mother whisked her away from the comforts of
Seattle to the middle of nowhere in Eastern Washington. Her grandfather's farm was the last place on God's little green
earth she wanted to be for the summer before her senior year, but it was there her life would forever change. Levi Straton
had a God-given talent as a musician. After an incident that shook him to the core, he hung up the guitar and stopped
playing. That was until one day when one act of kindness set him on a life-changing journey. Playing music again gave
Levi's life purpose, and he felt he knew exactly what God wanted him to do. With his family and friends' support, he has a
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chance to make it in the big leagues. There's just one problem . . . he met a girl. Jessica and Levi should've never met, but
they did, and their lives will never be the same. Learning to walk in faith is a must, and it's only when these two do so that
they can discover true and lasting love. You'll cry, laugh, and smile as you read each page of T.K. Chapin's inspirational
Christian romance, The Perfect Cast. A Reason To Love series (An Inspirational Romance series): 1. A Reason to Live 2. A
Reason to Believe 3. A Reason to Forgive 4. A Reason to Trust The Diamond Lake Series (A Contemporary Christian Fiction
Series): 1. One Thursday Morning 2. One Friday Afternoon 3. One Saturday Evening 4. One Sunday Drive 5. One Monday
Prayer 6. One Tuesday Lunch 7. One Wednesday Dinner Embers and Ashes Series (A Contemporary Christian Romance
Series): 1. Amongst The Flames 2. Out of the Ashes 3. Up in Smoke 4. After the Fire Protected by Love Series (A Christian
Romance Series): 1. Love's Return 2. Love's Promise 3. Love's Protection Journey of Love Series (A Contemporary Christian
Romance Series): 1. Journey of Grace 2. Journey of Hope 3. Journey of Faith The Love of God Series (Christian Fiction): 1.
The Start of Us 2. The Tender Years T.K. Chapin's stand-alone books in The Potter House Series: 1. When it Rains 2.
Gracefully Broken 3. Until Christmas Love's Enduring Promise Series (An Inspirational Romance Series): 1. The Perfect Cast
2. Finding Love 3. Claire's Hope 4. Dylan's Faith Stand Alone Inspiration Christian Romance Novels by T.K Chapin: The Space
Between Us Because of You The Broken Road In His Love The Lies We Believe If Only A Chance at Love Love Interrupted
Love Again Walking in the Spirit (Women's devotional) Think, Write, Publish

The Tender Years
Winner of a Foreword IndieFab Book of the Year Award In 1967, Joan Didion wrote an essay called Goodbye to All That, a
work of such candid and penetrating prose that it soon became the gold standard for personal essays. Like no other story
before it, Didion’s tale of loving and leaving New York captured the mesmerizing allure Manhattan has always had for
writers, poets, and wandering spirits. In this captivating collection, 28 writers take up Didion’s literary legacy by sharing
their own New York stories. Their essays often begin as love stories do, with the passion of something newly
discovered—the crush of subway crowds, the streets filled with manic energy, and the certainty that this is the only place
on Earth where one can become exactly who she is meant to be. They also share the grief that comes when the metropolis
loses its magic and the pressures of New York’s frenetic life wear thin on even the most fervent dwellers. As friends move
away, rents soar, and love—still— remains just out of reach, each writer’s goodbye to New York is singular and universal,
like New York itself. With Cheryl Strayed, Dani Shapiro, Emma Straub, Ann Hood, and more.
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